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Throughout the petroleum and chemicals industry, the control and optimization of many large-scale
systems is organized in a hierarchical structure. At the real-time optimization level, decisions are made
on a time scale of hours to a few days by a so-called real-time optimizer (RTO) that determines the
optimal operating point under changing conditions. The RTO is typically a nonlinear program (NLP)
minimizing cost or maximizing economic productivity subject to constraints derived from steady-state
mass and energy balances, reaction kinetic relationships, thermodynamic equilibrium equations, physical
property relationships, and physical equipment constraints [1, 2].
Because mathematical models with high accuracy are unavailable for most industrial applications,
RTO classically proceeds by a two-step iterative approach, namely an identification step followed by
an optimization step; variants of this two-step approach, such as ISOPE [3], have also been proposed
for improving the synergy between the identification and optimization steps. In order to avoid the
troublesome task of identifying a model on-line, fixed-model methods can be used. The idea therein is
to utilize both the available measurements and a possibly inaccurate model to drive the process towards
a desirable operating point: the process model is used for estimating the gradients of the cost and
constraint functions, while the measurements are used to correct the constraint and/or cost functions
in the RTO problem. In constraint-adaptation schemes [4, 5], for instance, this correction is done by
simply offsetting the constraint functions. This way, the iterates are guaranteed to reach a feasible point
upon convergence, although substantial sub-optimality may result.
In this presentation, we describe and study two improved fixed-model RTO schemes for reducing the
optimality loss induced by inaccurate process models. In the first one, additional correction terms are
inserted into the constraint and cost functions of the RTO problem, which are similar to those used in the
ISOPE method, so that a KKT point is reached upon convergence of the algorithm [6]. However, their
calculation requires that the cost and constraint gradients be estimated from the available measurements
(e.g., via finite differences or dynamic perturbations). In the second approach, a static neighboring
extremal (NE) controller [7] is embedded into a constraint-adaptation scheme. The role of the NE
controller is to correct the constraint and cost gradients calculated from the inaccurate process model,
while constraints adaptation ensures feasibility.
We illustrate the performance of the proposed RTO schemes with the case study of a two-stage pro-
cess that purifies a gas mixture by absorption of its HCl and SO2 components.
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